
modern labelling system for cylindrical products

This system is designed to precisely apply partial or wrap-round labels on cylindrical products of any kind: 
cans, bottles, jars, etc. The main factors are rapid machine changeovers and adjustments for different size of 
products.

The modern control system is based on Austrian B&R equipment and our in-house designed software 
guarantees reliability and is user friendly. The graphical menu offers different access levels: operator, 
maintenance, service, etc. allowing you to maintain full control and fast modification of operational 
parameters.

This machine can apply promotional labels or labels with additional information (e.g. new language version 
attached in a given place on the product).

3 roller system, quick changeover system,
driven by stepper motor

Modern and fast INTREX 200+ labelling head

Labelling head mount with smooth and 
precise vertical and angular position 

adjustment including graduated scales

Advanced intuitive menu on a clear 
full colour touch panel



INTREX SET 1101 plus labelling system: 

Ideal solution for production lines up to 60 products per minute

Advanced control system with intuitive graphical menu allowing easy access to all parameters

Flexibility and rapid changeovers

High labelling precision

Label application relative to the mark

Technical specification 
Labelling head INTREX 200+ 90 300 INTREX 200+ 160 300 INTREX 200+ 220 300

Maximum label width (height on the product) 90 mm 160 mm 220 mm

Maximum diameter of a label roll (unwinder) 300mm (option: 350mm), bobbin: 40mm or 76mm

Label sensor Optical (option: ultrasonic for clear labels)

Maximum capacity 60 products per minute

Possible product diameter 30mm to 100mm

Control system
B&R PLC, 5” full colour touch screen, up to 100 recipes/labelling program can be prepared and 
stored for future use, logins with different access rights, graphical help for control settings, saving 
machine logs, Internet remote access for service engineers

Conveyor Belt conveyor, width: 100mm , length: 1500mm

Optional modules Orientation sensor, in-feed queue sensor, out-feed jam sensor, low labels sensor, beacon, bracket 
for thermal transfer printer

Power supply 230VAC, 50Hz, compressed air: 0.6 MPa


